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>A Foreign Field (Telefilm) 
>The Professional: Golgo 13 
(Animé film) 
>Hammett 
>Titanic - Special Collector's 
Edition (1997/3 DVD U.S. Set) 
>The 'L' Word - Season Two 
>The Brady Bunch - The 
Complete Fourth Season 
>Goodnight Mister Tom 
(Telefilm) 
>Doggy Daycare (Special 
Interest) 
>War Of The Worlds (1953) - 
Special Collector's Edition 
>Backstairs At The White 
House (Drama) 
>Margaret Cho - Assassin 
>Beavis & Butt-Head - The 
Mike Judge Collection: 
Volume One 
>Horatio Hornblower - 
Collector's Edition 
>War Of The Worlds - The 
Complete First Season 
>Foyle's War - Set 3 (British 
TV) 

  
 

>New Order: Item (Music 
Video/Documentary set) 
>Lifeboat (Alfred Hitchcock) 
>Dead & Breakfast 
>Kolchak: The Night Stalker 
(1974-75 series) 
>The Fly - Collector's Edition 
(1986 DTS Set) 
>Weekend (1967) 
>The Card Player (Argento) 
>My Left Foot - Special Edition 
>The Doctor & The Devils 
(1985) 
>Ren & Stimpy - Seasons Five 
& Some More Of Four 
>Jimi Hendrix - Live At 
Woodstock 
>The Machinist 
>Millennium - The Complete 
Third Season 
>Second Generation (Telefilm) 
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Ned’s Atomic Dustbin In Concert – Shoot The Neds!
 
Picture: C+     Sound: B-     Extras: C+     Concert: B-
 
 
Ned’s Atomic Dustbin is one of Britain’s better latter-day post-Punk Rock 
bands and it is surprising they did not have even more success in The United 
States to date.  It looks like even they may have been considered to smart, 
strong and subversive for the mainstream and they are not even that 
hardcore.  Fortunately, they have a solid fan base and have had consistent 
sales.  Shoot The Neds! is their new concert DVD from MVD and Secret 
Records, showing the band has no intention of letting up.
 
The band is as for real as any band in their genre that followed, never selling 
out to a thing.  The following playlist includes most of their classics:
 

1)     Not Sleeping Around
2)     Happy
3)     Cut Up
4)     Selfish
5)     Walking Through Syrup
6)     Capital Letters
7)     Stuck
8)     Trust
9)     Nothing Like
10)  Intact
11)  Until You Find Out
12)  Bite
13)  Scrawl
14)  Kill Your Television
15)  Song Eleven Could Take Forever
16)  Aim
17)  Plug Me In
18)  Grey Cell Green
19)  Terminally Groovie
20)  Titch

 
 
Even those titles are great, but the songs are more than up to not 
disappointing and this concert is a fine introduction to the band if you have 
never heard of them or always wanted to look into their work.  Sure, there 
are the albums on CD, but they are great to see in concert like all real (and 
for real) Rock bands.  The concert runs over an hour.
 
The anamorphically enhanced 1.78 X 1/16 X 9 image is shot on digital video 
and is not awful, but lacks detail.  For the stage performance at hand, the 
shooting is fine, but this could be a little clearer and sharper.  The Dolby 
Digital 5.1 mix is a bit better, with some good surrounds; though a band this 
good deserves DTS somewhere down the line.  Extras include a sound check 
performance always done prior to a show, text biography of the band set to 
music that is a nice alternative to the usual frame-by-frame set-up and 
interview with the band that runs about 45 minutes.  Good disc.
 
 
-   Nicholas Sheffo
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Ned's Atomic Dustbin In Concert - Shoot The Neds!

>Sonic Youth - Goo (Deluxe 
Edition CD Set) 
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